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(57) ABSTRACT 

A transmitting method of digital data whereby information 
data can be reproduced at a high precision. In order to retain 
digital data in sectors comprising a plurality of sync frames 
and sequentially transmit, the sync frame is comprised of the 
sync signal and the run length limited code which satis?es 
the limitations of the minimum run length and the maximum 
run length, and the sync signal includes the sync pattern 
constituted by a bit pattern of a run length that is longer than 
the maximum run length by only 3T and addition bit patterns 
which are arranged before and after the bit pattern and each 
of which has a urn length that is longer than the minimum 
run length. The sync signal includes a speci?c code which 
indicates a position in the sector and which enables the DC 
control to be performed. 

11 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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DIGITAL DATA TRANSMITTING METHOD 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a reissue of application Ser. No. 
08/759,956, ?led on Dec. 3, 1996, now US. Pat. No. 
5,987,066, which claimspriority under 35 US. C. § 119from 
Japanese Patent Application JP 7-316420 ?led Dec. 5, 
1995. More than one reissue application has been ?ledfor 
the reissue of US. Pat. No. 5,987,066. The reissue applica 
tions are application Ser No. 10/785,864 (the present 
application) and continuation application Ser. Nos. 11/638, 
659, 11/638,660 and 11/638,661. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to a method of transmitting digital 

data in which digital data is retained in sectors each com 
prising a plurality of sync frames and sequentially transmit 
ting it (including recording of the digital data). 

2. Description of Background Information 
As an RLL (Run Length Limited) encoding method which 

is performed in order to transmit digital data indicative of 
information or record the digital data to a recording medium, 
an EFM (Eight to Fourteen Modulation) which is used for a 
CD (compact disc) or the like is known. 

In the EFM, digital data of eight bits (one byte) is 
converted to a run length limed code of 14 bits which 
satis?es run length limitations of: 
minimum run length d=2T; 
maximum run length k=10T; 

connection bits of three bits are added to intervals among the 
respective converted data, and the resultant data is formed as 
an EFM modulation signal. In a sequence of the EFM 
modulation signals as well, a bit rain of the connection bits 
is set so as to satisfy the foregoing run length limitation. 

In the CD, a signal obtained by adding a sync signal to the 
EFM modulation signal has been recorded. The sequence by 
the EFM modulation signals is constructed in a manner such 
that a repetitive pattern of maximum interval which corre 
sponds to the maximum run length k, namely, repetitive 
pattern such as 11T-11T doesn’t exist in the sequence and the 
repetitive pattern of HT is used as a sync signal. 

In a CD player, the sync signal is extracted by detecting 
the repetitive pattern of HT from a signal read out from the 
CD. 

In a DVD (digital video disc) in which recording infor 
mation has been recorded at a high density or a high-density 
data transmission, however, when reading the information, it 
is largely in?uenced by an inter-symbol interference. The 
repetitive pattern of HT as a sync signal is, therefore, 
changed to a pattern such as 11T-10T or 10T-11 and is read 
out. On the contrary, a case where the data pattern such as 
10T-11T or 11T-10T as an EFM modulation signal is 
changed to the repetitive pattern of HT and is erroneously 
detected as a sync signal occurs. 
As mentioned above, in the high-density recording or 

high-density data transmission, a frequency of errors which 
occur in the detection of the sync signal increases and a burst 
error due to out-of-synchronism easily occurs. 

SUMMARY AND OBJECT OF THE INVENTION 

The invention is made to solve the problems mentioned 
above and it is an object of the invention to provide a 
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2 
transmitting method of digital data whereby the digital data 
can be reproduced at a high precision even at the time of a 
high-density recording or a high-density data transmission. 

According to the invention, there is provided a transmit 
ting method of digital data for retaining digital data in 
sectors each comprising a plurality of sync frames and 
sequentially transmitting, wherein the sync frame comprises 
a sync signal and a run length limited code which corre 
sponds to the digital data and satis?es limitations of a 
minimum run length and a maximum run length, and the 
sync signal includes a sync pattern comprising a bit pattern 
having a run length which is longer than the maximum run 
length by 3T and addition bit patterns which are arranged 
before and after the bit pattern and each of which has a run 
length that is longer than the minimum run length. 

According to the invention, there is also provided a 
transmitting method of digital data for storing the digital 
data into sectors each comprising a plurality of sync frames 
and sequentially transmitting, wherein the sync frame com 
prises a sync signal and a run length limited code which 
corresponds to the digital data and satis?es limitations 
regarding a minimum run length and a maximum run length, 
and the sync signal includes a speci?c code which indicates 
a position in the sector and which enables a DC control to 
be performed. 

In order to retain the digital data into the sectors each 
comprising a plurality of sync frames and sequentially 
transmit, the sync frame is comprised of the sync signal and 
the run length limited code which satis?es the limitations of 
the minimum run length and the maximum run length, and 
the sync signal includes the sync pattern comprising the bit 
pattern of the run length that is longer than the maximum run 
length by 3T and the addition bit patterns which are arranged 
before and after the bit pattern and each of which has a run 
length that is longer than the minimum run length. The sync 
signal includes the speci?c code which indicates the position 
in the sector and which enables the DC control to be 
performed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a schematic construction of 
a transmission signal forming apparatus for forming a trans 
mission signal by a digital data transmitting method accord 
ing to the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a sync signal according to the 
invention; 

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the sync signal according to 
the invention; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a format of the sync signal; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a transmission signal wave 
form by a sync pattern; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a transmission signal format 
of one sector; 

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an operation ?ow of a 
synthesizing circuit 30; and 

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing storage contents in a 
memory. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a construction of a trans 
mission signal forming apparatus for forming a transmission 
signal by a transmitting method of digital data according to 
the invention. 
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In FIG. 1, an 8-16 (eight to sixteen) modulator 10 converts 
digital data to be transmitted to an 8-16 modulation signal 
(run length limited code) of 16 bits (one code Word) such 
that run length limitations of the minimum run length d=2T 
and the maximum run length k=10T are satis?ed every eight 
bits. 

All of code Words obtained by the 8-16 modulator 10 have 
pattern forms Which satisfy any one of the folloWing con 
ditions of NextiStatel to NextiState4. 
NextfStatel: Code Word in Which the number of continuous 

0 at the termination is equal to 0 to 1. 
NextiState2: Code Word in Which the number of continuous 

0 at the termination is equal to 2 to 5 and the ?rst bit and 
13th bit of the next code Word are equal to 0. 

NextiState3: Code Word in Which the number of continuous 
0 at the termination is equal to 2 to 5 and at least either 
one of the ?rst and 13th bits of the next code Word is equal 
to 0. 

NextiState4: Code Word in Which the number of continuous 
0 at the termination is equal to 6 to 9. 
The modulating method has been published by the fol 

loWing paper. 
Kees A. Schouhamer Immink “EFMPlus: The Coding 

format of the High-Density Compact Disc”, IEEE Interna 
tional Conference on Consumer Electronics, WPM6.1, 
1 995. 
A sync signal generating circuit 20 generates 32 sync 

signals having different bit patterns as shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 
3 and transmits them to a synthesizing circuit 30 Which 
preferably includes a CPU and a memory as described later. 

Those 32 sync signals are divided into eight groups of 
SYO to SY7 as shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a format of the sync signal. 
In FIG. 4, bits 1 to 3 of the sync signal denote connection 

bits provided so as to satisfy the foregoing limitations of the 
minimum run length d and the maximum run length k When 
the sync signal is connected to a code Word just before it. A 
connection bit pattern by bits 1 to 3 indicate any one of 
{000}, {001}, and {100}. 
A sync pattern to identify the sync signal is allocated to 

bits 11 to 32 of the sync signal. 
The sync pattern is a bit pattern of an arrangement such 

as (4T or more-14T-4T) in Which a pattern of 14T that is 
larger than the maximum interval 11T in the 8-16 modula 
tion signal by 3T is set to a nucleous and a pattern of a ?xed 
length of 4T and a pattern of 4T or more are arranged after 
and before the pattern of 14T, respectively, namely, bit 
pattern of {0001000000000000010001}. 

In this instance, the sync pattern is a ?xed pattern Which 
is common to all sync signals as shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. 

In the sync pattern, even When the HT pattern in the 8-16 
modulation signal is edge-shifted due to an in?uence by an 
inter-symbol interference and is changed to a pattern of 12T 
and, further, the sync pattern itself is edge-shifted and is 
shortened by only IT, in order to enable both of them to be 
distinguished, the pattern of 14T that is larger than the 
maximum interval 11T in the 8-16 modulation signal by 3T 
is used. The 14T pattern denotes a shortest length Which can 
be set When considering the edge-shift. 
By arranging an addition bit pattern of a ?xed length of 4T 

and an addition bit pattern of 4T or more after and before the 
14T pattern, an interval that is larger than the shortest bits of 
3T by at least IT is provided, thereby reducing an in?uence 
by the inter-symbol interference With a neighboring mark. 

FIG. 5 is a diagram shoWing a transmission signal Wave 
form by the sync pattern. 
As shoWn in FIG. 5, if points of leading (trailing When the 

Waveform is inverted) of the edges, namely, an interval 
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4 
betWeen points A and B is detected by a slice level shoWn by 
an alternate long and short dash line, even When the slice 
level is not settled by a pull-in operation or the like, the edge 
interval can be stably detected. By detecting a 18T pattern in 
Which the 14T pattern and the rear 4T pattern are combined 
and selecting the pattern in Which the pattern of 14T exists, 
the selected pattern can be used as a signal for a speed 
detection of a spindle servo upon staring. By setting mark 
lengths before and after the 14T pattern to be equal to or 
larger than 4T in Which an amplitude is larger than the 
shortest mark length, a permissible amplitude is increased 
for a ?uctuation of the slice level. Although it is also possible 
to use the combination of marks of ST or mores according 
to the embodiment, since an e?iciency is preferentially 
considered, a rear mark length is set to 4T and a front mark 
length is set to 4T or more. 
The reason Why the rear pattern of the 14T pattern is set 

to the ?xed length of 4T and the front pattern is set to 4T or 
more is because When a speci?c code, Which Will be 
described hereinafter, is further set before the 14T pattern, a 
degree of freedom of the front pattern is increased and the 
number of patterns to be obtained as a speci?c code is 
su?iciently assured. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4, the speci?c code is allocated to bits 

4 to 10 of the sync signal. Depending on the combination 
With the connection bits Which exist just before the speci?c 
code, a position in one sector, Which Will be explained 
hereinafter, can be identi?ed. 
The synthesizing circuit 30 in FIG. 1 selects any one of 

the sync signals generated by the sync signal generating 
circuit 20 every train of the 8-16 modulation signals Which 
are sequentially supplied from the 8-16 modulator 10, 
namely, every 91 code Words and generates a signal obtained 
by adding the selected sync signal to the head of the 91 code 
Words as a transmission signal corresponding to one sync 
frame. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram shoWing a format of the transmission 
signal per one sector Which is generated by the synthesizing 
circuit 30. 
As shoWn in FIG. 6, one sector comprises 13 lines. TWo 

sync frames are allocated to each line. The sync signal 
allocated to each sync frame is selected from the 32 kinds of 
sync signals shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. For example, the sync 
signal allocated to a front sync frame of the ?rst line 
corresponds to SYO selected from the 32 kinds of sync 
signals. Subsequent to the ?rst line, the sync signal Which is 
allocated to the front sync frame is cyclically repeated like 
SY1 to SY4 in accordance With an increase in number of 
line. Differences among SY1 to SY4 are decided by the 
speci?c code and connection bits. 
The operation of the synthesizing circuit 30 for forming 

the transmission signal of one sector Will noW be described 
With reference to a ?oW of FIG. 7. 
A CPU (central processing unit) and a memory (they are 

not shoWn) are included in the synthesizing circuit 30 and 
information as shoWn in FIG. 8 has previously been stored 
in the memory. 

In the ?oW of FIG. 7, the CPU in the synthesizing circuit 
30 ?rst sets 1 as an initial address into a built-in register n 
(step S1). The CPU reads out information corresponding to 
the address stored in the register n from the memory shoWn 
in FIG. 8, respectively and stores the information into 
registers X and Y (step S2). When 1 has been stored in the 
register n, for instance, SYO and SYS stored in address 1 in 
the memory of FIG. 8 are read out and stored into the 
registers X and Y, respectively. 
The CPU selects the sync signal corresponding to the 

storage contents in the register X from the 32 kinds of sync 
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signals shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 Which are supplied from the 
sync signal generating circuit 20. When SYO has been stored 
in the register X, for example, the signal corresponding to 
SYO is selected from the 32 kinds of sync signals shoWn in 
FIGS. 2 and 3. When the code Word existing just before the 
sync signal is NextfStatel (the number of continuous 0 at 
the termination is equal to 1 or 0) or NextiState2 (the 
number of continuous 0 at the termination is equal to 2 to 5), 
the CPU selects the sync signal in Which the connection bit 
pattern by bits 1 to 3 is set to {000} from SYO shoWn in 
FIGS. 2 and 3. There are the folloWing tWo kinds of sync 
signals SYO to Which the connection bit pattern is equal to 
{000} in FIG. 2: {00010010010001000000000000010001} 
{00010010000001000000000000010001 } 

That is, only the values of bit 10 in the speci?c codes 
differ with respect to the tWo sync signals SYO and the 
numbers of inverting times of them different When they are 
NZI modulated. The CPU selects the pattern Which is 
optimum for the DC suppression from the tWo kinds of 
patterns and sets the selected pattern to ?nal SYO. 

The CPU selects the sync signal corresponding to the 
storage contents in the register Y. For example, When SYS 
has been stored in the register Y, the sync signal correspond 
ing to SYS is selected from the 32 kinds of sync signals 
shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. When the code Word existing just 
before the sync signal is NextiState3 (the number of 
continuous 0 at the termination is equal to 2 to 5) or 
NextiState4 (the number of continuous 0 at the termination 
is equal to 6 to 9), the CPU selects the sync signal in Which 
the connection bit pattern by bits 1 to 3 is equal to {100} 
from SYS shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. There are the folloWing 
tWo kinds of sync signals in Which the connection bit pattern 
is equal to {100} in FIG. 3: 
{10001001000001000000000000010001} 
{10000001000001000000000000010001 } 

That is, only the values of bit 5 in the speci?c codes differ 
with respect to the both patterns. The CPU selects the pattern 
Which is optimum for the DC suppression from the tWo 
kinds of patterns and sets the selected pattern to ?nal SYS 
(step S3). 
The CPU generates a pattern obtained by serially con 

necting the 8-16 modulation signal of 91 code Words to each 
of the sync signals selected on the basis of the storage 
contents of the registers X and Y as mentioned above as a 
transmission signal of one line as shoWn in FIG. 6 (step S4). 

The CPU judges Whether the contents in the register n are 
larger than 13 or not (step S5). In step S5, until it is decided 
that the contents in the register n are larger than 13, the CPU 
adds 1 to the contents in the register n (step S6) and, after 
that, repetitively executes the operations in step S2 and 
subsequent steps. The transmission signals of the ?rst to 
13th lines (of one sector) as shoWn in FIG. 6 are sequentially 
generated by the repetitive operation. 

For example, When it is assumed that 16 sectors are 
error-correction encoded as one error correction block and 
the resultant block is transmitted, a decoder side Which 
receives the transmission signal With the structure executes 
an error correcting process by using the transmission signals 
each of Which has the sector structure as shoWn in FIG. 6 and 
Which are collected by the number as many as 16 sectors as 
one error-correction block. In the decoder, it is important 
that after completion of the reception of the transmission 
signal, the head of the sector is searched, an address 
recorded is subsequently immediately read out, and data of 
the error-correction block is collected. When the high 
density transmission is executed, there is a case Where the 
sync signal SYO as a head of the sector cannot be read out 
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6 
or a case Where the other signal is erroneously read out as a 
sector head, so that a possibility such that a fatal error Which 
cannot be corrected is caused occurs. 

In the transmission signal according to the invention, as 
shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, the 32 kinds of sync signals having 
different bit patters are prepared and, further, as shoWn in 
FIG. 6, the combination pattern of the sync signal to be 
allocated to each line in one sector is set to a unique pattern 
every line. As shoWn in FIG. 6, the sync signal in the front 
sync frame existing at the head of each line is cyclically 
repeated like SYl to SY4 in accordance With an increase in 
number of lines. 
On the decoder side Which receives the transmission 

signal having the structure, the line in one sector can be 
speci?ed by recognizing the combination pattern of the sync 
signals, so that the position of SYO at the sector head can be 
predicted. When the line is speci?ed, a preventing function 
can be further raised for a read error of the sync signal by 
recognizing the repetitive patterns of SYl to SY4. Since the 
line is speci?ed on the basis of the combination pattern of 
the tWo sync signals existing in one line, it is suf?cient to use 
eight kinds of SYO to SY7 as kinds of sync signals in one 
sector 

Even When the sync signal SYO as a head of the sector 
cannot be read out due to the in?uence by the high-density 
transmission, therefore, on the decoder side, the head posi 
tion of the sector is recognized on the basis of the sync signal 
existing after SYO, thereby enabling a correct error 
correction block to be recognized. 
As Will be obviously understood by FIGS. 2 and 3, 

further, SYO is selected in a manner such that an inter-code 
distance betWeen SYO and the head syncs (SYl to SY4) of 
each of the other lines becomes maximum. The inter-code 
distance denotes a similarity betWeen the sync signals. When 
there is a sync signal in Which the number of 1 differs from 
that of the other signal, it is determined that the sync signal 
is a signal of the largest distance. In case of the sync signal 
in Which the number of 1 is equal to that of the other sync 
signal, the number of shifting times of the position of 1 until 
the signal coincides With a sync signal is set to the distance 
With the sync signal. By determining SYO as mentioned 
above, a probability such that SYl to SY4 are erroneously 
read as SYO is reduced. In other Words, the sync signal 
Which is relatively similar to SYO is set to the intermediate 
sync signal (SYS to SY7) of each lie, and a common sync 
signal is not used in the head and middle portions of each 
line. When the common sync signal is not used in the head 
and middle portions of the line, there is also an effect such 
that a probability such that the head and middle portions of 
each line is erroneously recognized by the read error is 
reduced. 
As shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, even When Next 1 3State of the 

code Word just before the sync signal indicates either one of 
a case of 1 or 2 and a case of 3 or 4, tWo kinds of 32-bit 
patterns in Which the even and odd numbers of inverting 
lines (the numbers of 1) and the sings of disparity (a 
difference betWeen positive and negative bits of the 
Waveform) are different respectively are allocated to SYO to 
SY7. That is, as compared With one pattern, since the 
polarities of the DC component of the other pattern itself and 
the signal Waveform at the termination of the other pattern 
are opposite to those of one pattern, the DC component of 
the signal can be reduced by selecting either one of them. 
As mentioned above, in the digital data transmitting 

method according to the invention, When the digital data is 
retained in the sectors each comprising a plurality of sync 
frames and is sequentially transmitted, the sync frame com 
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prises the sync signal and the run length limited code Which 
satis?es the limitations of the minimum run length and the 
maximum run length, and the sync signal includes the sync 
pattern comprised of the bit pattern of a run length Which is 
longer than the maximum run length by 3T and the addition 
bit patterns Which are arranged before and after the bit 
pattern and each of Which has a run length that is longer than 
the minimum run length. 

According to the invention, therefore, even When the sync 
signal and signal by the run length limited code are edge 
shifted by IT, respectively, due to the in?uence by the 
inter-symbol interference, they can be correctly distin 
guished and detected. 

In the digital data transmitting method according to the 
invention, the sync signal includes the speci?c code Which 
indicates the position in the sector and Which enables the DC 
control to be performed. 

With the construction, therefore, even When the sync 
signal at the head of the sector cannot be read out or the other 
signal is erroneously read out as a sector head, a correct head 
of the sector can be predicated on the basis of other sync 
signals, so that digital data can be properly reproduced. 
The invention has been described above With reference to 

the preferred embodiments thereof. It Will be understood 
that many modi?cations and variations can be made by those 
skilled in the rt. All of the modi?cations and variations are 
incorporated Within the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
[1. A transmitting method of digital data for retaining 

digital data in sectors each comprising a plurality of sync 
frames and sequentially transmitting the data, Wherein 

said sync frame comprises a sync signal and a run length 
limited code Which corresponds to said digital data and 
satis?es limitations of a minimum run length and a 
maximum run length, and 

said sync signal includes a sync pattern comprised of a bit 
pattern of a run length Which is longer than said 
maximum run length by 3T and addition bit patterns 
Which are arranged before and after said pattern and 
each of Which has a run length that is longer than said 
minimum run length.] 

[2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein among said 
addition bit patterns, the addition bit pattern arranged after 
said bit pattern has a ?xed length.] 

[3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein 
said run length limited code is a code obtained by 8-16 

modulating said digital data every eight bits so as to 
satisfy run length limitations of the minimum run 
length is 2 and the maximum run length is 10, and 

said sync pattern is comprised of bit patterns of run 
lengths of (4T or more -14T-4T).] 

4. A transmitting method of digital data for retaining the 
digital data in sectors each comprising a plurality of sync 
frames and sequentially transmitting the data, Wherein said 
sync frame comprises a sync signal and a run length limited 
code Which corresponds to said digital data and satis?es 
limitations of a minimum run length and a maximum run 
length, and 

said sync signal includes a speci?c code indicative of a 
position in said sector. 

5. A method according to claim 4, Wherein 
said sector comprises s plurality of lines each of Which is 

constituted by said tWo sync frames, and 
a position in said sector is identi?ed by said speci?c code 

included in each of said tWo sync signals included 
every said line. 
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6. A method according to claim 5, Wherein either one of 

said tWo sync signals included every said line is cyclically 
repeated With an increase in number of said lines, based on 
said speci?c code included in said sync signal. 

7. A method according to claim 4, Wherein said speci?c 
code in said sync signal arranged at a head of a ?rst line of 
said sector has a bit pattern in Which an inter-code distance 
for said sync signal arranged at the head of the other line 
becomes maximum. 

8. A method according to claim [314, Wherein a DC 
control can be performed by [the] bit patterns of said speci?c 
code. 

9. A method according to claim 8, Wherein tWo kinds of 
codes having different numbers of inverting times When they 
are NRZI modulated can be selected as said speci?c code, 
thereby performing said DC control. 

10. A method according to claim 5, Wherein 
said sector comprises 13 lines each of Which is constituted 
by said tWo sync frames, and 

said sync signal has 32 kinds of bit patterns in order to 
satisfy the limitations of said minimum run length and 
said maximum run length, specify the head of said 
sector and each line, and perform said DC control in a 
connection With said run length limited code existing 
just before said sync signal. 

11. A method according to claim 7, Wherein 
said sector comprises 13 lines each of Which is constituted 
by said tWo sync frames, and 

said sync signal has 32 kinds of bit patterns in order to 
satisfy the limitations of said minimum run length and 
said maximum run length, specify the head of said 
sector and each line, and perform said DC control in a 
connection With said run length limited code existing 
just before said sync signal. 

12. A method according to claim 8, Wherein 
said sector comprises 13 lines each of Which is constituted 
by said tWo sync frames, and 

said sync signal has 32 kinds of bit patterns in order to 
satisfy the limitations of said minimum run length and 
said maximum run length, specify the head of said 
sector and each line, and perform said DC control in a 
connection With said run length limited code existing 
just before said sync signal. 

13. A transmitting method of digital data for retaining 
digital data in sectors each comprising a plurality of sync 
frames and sequentially transmitting, Wherein 

said sync frame comprises a sync signal of 32 bits and a 
run length limited code obtained by 8-16 modulating 
said digital data every eight bits so as to satisfy run 
length limitations of a minimum run length is 2 and a 
maximum run length is 10, and 

said sync signal comprises: a connection bit of three bits 
arranged so as to satisfy the limitations of said mini 
mum run length is 2 and said maximum run length is 10 
in a connection With said run length limited code 
existing just before said sync signal; a speci?c code of 
seven bits Which satis?es the limitations of said mini 
mum run length =2 and said maximum run length =10 
and Which has 32 kinds of bit patterns; and sync 
patterns of run lengths of (4T or more-14T-4T). 

14. A method according to claim 13, Wherein said sync 
signal has 32 kinds of bit patterns shoWn in the folloWing 
Table 1 and Table 2, and an arrangement of said sync signals 
in each line of said sector is set to an arrangement shoWn in 
the folloWing Table 3: 
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SYO 000 1001001 000100 0000000000010001 000 1001000 000100 0000000000010001 

SY1 000 0010000 000100 0000000000010001 000 0010001 000100 0000000000010001 

SY2 000 1000000 000100 0000000000010001 000 1000001 000100 0000000000010001 

SY3 000 0100000 000100 0000000000010001 000 0100001 000100 0000000000010001 

SY4 001 0000000 000100 0000000000010001 001 0000001 000100 0000000000010001 

SY5 001 0001001 000100 0000000000010001 001 0001000 000100 0000000000010001 

SY6 001 0010010 000100 0000000000010001 001 0000010 000100 0000000000010001 

SY7 001 0010001 000100 0000000000010001 001 0010000 000100 0000000000010001 

TABLE 2 

SYO 100 1001000 000100 0000000000010001 100 1001001 000100 0000000000010001 

SY1 100 0010001 000100 0000000000010001 100 0010000 000100 0000000000010001 

SY2 100 1000001 000100 0000000000010001 100 1000000 000100 0000000000010001 

SY3 100 0001001 000100 0000000000010001 100 0001000 000100 0000000000010001 

SY4 100 0100001 000100 0000000000010001 100 0100000 000100 0000000000010001 

SY5 100 0100100 000100 0000000000010001 100 0000100 000100 0000000000010001 

SY6 100 1000010 000100 0000000000010001 100 0000001 000100 0000000000010001 

SY7 100 0100010 000100 0000000000010001 100 0000010 000100 0000000000010001 

TABLE 3 

32 bits | 1456 bits I 32 bits I 
| | 

1456 bits | 
| 

1st LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SYO I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY5 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

2nd LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY1 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY5 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

3rd LINE 

4th LINE 

SYNC SIGNAL SY2 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE SYNC SIGNAL SY5 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

SYNC SIGNAL SY3 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE SYNC SIGNAL SY5 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

5th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY4I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY5 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

6th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY1 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY6 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

7th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY2 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY6 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

8th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY3 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY6 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

9th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY4I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY6 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

10th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY1 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY7 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

11th LINEI SYNC SIGNAL SY2 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE I SYNC SIGNAL SY7 I RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODEI 

12th LINE 

13th LINE 

SYNC SIGNAL SY3 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE SYNC SIGNAL SY7 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE 

SYNC SIGNAL SY4 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE SYNC SIGNAL SY7 RUN LENGTH LIMITED CODE 

FRONT SYNC FRAME l REAR SYNC FRAME l 


